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The Art And Soul Of
The arts are being screwed over. Again. If we keep allowing this to happen, there will be an atrophying of the national soul the like of which the UK has never seen. The added insult is that this ...
How creative of the Tories to invent a culture war to disguise arts cuts
"It brings life to spaces. That's what public art does," declares Naples photographer Michelle Tricca. Public art murals, she says, promote things that city officials are interested in: ...
THE face and soul OF A COMMUNITY
Contemporary Art, Material Culture, and the Sonic Impulse,’ travels through time and history to explore how the African American South has ...
Soul of RVA: A peek inside the new ‘Dirty South’ exhibit coming to the VMFA
What is the quintessential American act? It is the leap of faith. The first European settlers left the comfort of their old countries and migrated to brutal conditions, convinced the future would ...
The Heart and Soul of the Biden Project
Decades ago, U.S. congressman John Conyers Jr. launched a lonely crusade, pressing Congress to consider the case for reparations for black Americans. His efforts were largely dismissed and viewed as a ...
Wrestling with the complexities of music, art and reparations
There's countless undead in this world, but they're slumbering in the snow and ice unless a dozen or more humans get together.
Legacy of the Soul Flame offers up a “noble-dark” RPG
What gave their (Kafka and Benjamin) criticism its bitter sharpness was not anti-Semitism as such…it was…the lying denial of the very existence of widespread anti-Semitism, of the isolation from ...
Art and Outrage are Inseparable! Making Culture in the Ruins
Though there are several layers to the identity of any town, in my extremely biased opinion it is the arts and culture of a place that make up its soul. Music, paintings, art classes, finger ...
Jocelyn’s Jottings: Arts and culture make up the soul in every community
Artist L to R Chanell Angeli and her daughters Alex and Saraina Girl Power: Atlanta Mixed Media Artist Among Three Female Winners of MvVO Art Show “It’s the year of women in art and advertising.” That ...
Girl Power: Atlanta Mixed Media Artist Among the 3 Female Winners of MvVO Art Show
Judy Shane Anto Boghokian was 12 years old, visiting his grandparents in California, when Iraq invaded Kuwait in 1990. Though Armenian, he was raised in Lebanon, and Kuwait, and had been living ...
Water and soul: A Los Angeles County Lifeguard’s art
First published in 2014, The Art of Street Fighter is a gigantic, 448-page book collecting over 25 years of beautiful artwork. The paperback edition has since gone out of print, but fortunately for ...
Hardcover re-releases of ‘The Art of Street Fighter’ coming in July with beautiful Chun-Li cover art
As anyone who has wielded a camera knows, photography has a unique relationship to chance. It also represents a struggle to reconcile aesthetic aspiration with ...
Photography and the Art of Chance
The Sisters of Providence of St. Mary-of-the-Woods will resume their Art and Soul Creation Guild sessions on May 5 and 6. All art lovers with a desire to recharge their ...
Art and Soul Creation Guild to resume sessions May 5, 6
Jack Daniel's Tennessee Honey, Tennessee Apple, and Tennessee Fire present The Flavors of Two Cities: A Toast to Music, Fashion and Art celebrating ...
The Flavors of Two Cities: A Toast to Music, Fashion and Art
See sweetgrass baskets at Gibbes Museum of Art, make an appointment at Steve Hazard Studio ... For more ways to explore the soul of Charleston, visit ExploreCharleston.com and CHSVoices.com. Like us ...
ESSENCE Black City Guide: The Soul of Charleston
The Arts for the Soul Music & Fine Arts Series at First Presbyterian Church will bring the American Spiritual Ensemble as its next online concert of the season. There will be two free, online ...
Arts for the Soul brings American Spiritual Ensemble
In this photo essay, we showcase the works of three artists. Art is about stories, vibrations, and soul, they explain. In this photo essay series, we profile artworks and creative insights from ...
Creativity is about heART – artworks and insights from the online edition of Chitra Santhe 2021
At least one New Orleans Center for the Creative Arts graduate was guaranteed to come up short during Sunday’s Academy Awards.
Jon Batiste, St. Aug and New Orleans Center for Creative Arts grad, wins Oscar for 'Soul'
And with Art Basel coming up ... NFTs have literally taken over my entire mind and soul. I’m obsessed. It’s all I think about. I’ve never been so excited about something in my life because ...
‘I’m Obsessed’: Paris Hilton on NFTs, Empowering Female Creators and the Future of Art
the Art Directors Guild, the Artios Awards, the Motion Picture Sound Editors, the Guild of Music Supervisors and the Annie Awards, where it took the Best Feature award. “Soul” didn’t win ...
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